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Abstract

Hydrogen is being regarded as a primary vector in the energy transition process towards a less pol-

luted planet. The tremendous and increasing energy demands necessitate finding large–scale storage

techniques. Underground salt caverns seem to be promising. Nevertheless, the fast solicitations (ther-

mal and mechanical) of these caverns, to reply to the fast demands, imply damage to the ambient rock

salt. There is a general scientific ambiguity about the transport mechanisms taking place in the rock

salt intact/damaged, particularly for hydrogen. In this paper we provide a detailed review about these

transport mechanisms while the cavern undergoes cycling. This review helped us define a mathematical

approach to simulate hydrogen migration in the rock salt around underground caverns. We ended up by

presenting a patent laboratory setup that we are currently using to define any required model parameters

experimentally.

Keywords: Underground salt caverns; hydrogen storage; saturated rock salt; hydrogen percolation and

diffusion; cavern thermodynamics

1. Introduction1

In the context of energy transition, hydrogen storage in underground salt caverns is becoming a leading2

technique [1–5]. This is related to the tremendous research on hydrogen production which promotes future3

cheap and facile product [6, 7]. Moreover, the underground salt caverns offer large–scale storing techniques4

able reply to the intermittency problems [8–10] and the increasing demands [11–13]. Not to forget that5

such caverns have also low investment costs and low cushion gas requirements [13]. Nevertheless, the6

future increasing energy demands will necessitate almost daily solicitations of the caverns [14]. Such fast7

charges, mechanical and thermal, are expected to affect the transport integrity/tightness of the rock salt8

embracing these caverns [15, 16]. To keep precise tracks/accurate management of the cycled hydrogen9

quantities, the hydrogen mass exchanged with the rock salt or other phases within the underground10
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caverns must be minimized [17].11

Rock salt occurs within sedimentary rocks where it has formed from the evaporation of seawater or12

salty lakes. Rock salt is consequently deposited in cycles which affects its directional properties like the13

elastic modulus and the permeability. Depending on the location, the rock salt properties, mechanical14

and hydraulic, differ as well. Most of the available literature treats rock salt as impermeable non–porous15

halite. The tightness of the underground salt caverns needs to be further investigated. There is a general16

ambiguity about gas, a priori hydrogen, migration in the rock salt. As hydrogen storage is becoming a hot17

interesting research topic, its transport mechanisms in the rock salt is also getting considerable attention.18

Even if the intact rock salt may be hydrogen tight, the severe required utilization of caverns will imply19

damage to this rock [18]. This damage incites modification to the transport properties of the rock salt20

and the entire tightness of the storage system [19]. There have been a few scientific articles that discussed21

seepage around underground caverns. For instance, Liu et al., [20, 21] have presented cavern scale studies22

to investigate the underground tightness for hydrogen, natural gas, and oil. Their approach assumed that23

these fluids filtrate through the rock salt following a Darcian one–phase flow type. They concentrated24

their research, mainly, on seepage in the interlayers rather than the intact or the cycling–damaged rock25

salt. Besides, rock salt contains interstitial fluids and is characterized by very low permeabilities and26

porosities. These factors render the assumption of one–phase Darcian flow questionable. Nuclear waste27

storage in rock salt has been also a research subject for quite few scientists [22–24]. Their works proved28

that disposal of heat–generating nuclear waste in salt formations is attractive because the material is29

essentially impermeable, self–sealing, and thermally conductive. However, in particular, Ghanbarzadeh et30

al., [25] extended their research to seek a broader understanding of fluid percolation in the deformable rock31

salt formations used for nuclear waste storage. They concluded that the low permeability of static rock32

salt is due to a percolation threshold. However, deformation may be able to overcome this threshold and33

allow fluid flow. Interestingly, they observed that percolation occurred at porosities considerably below34

the static threshold due to deformation–assisted percolation. There is, however, considerable literature35

that treats hydrogen percolation in clay sedimentary basins in the context of radioactive waste storage36

[26, 27].37

The main contribution of this scientific paper is to provide a resume about hydrogen transport in rock38

salt. This resume is gathered from the available scientific literature and our expertise of understanding39

the problem. By firstly addressing the interactions of phases within an underground cavern, we end up40

by discussing all possible transport mechanisms in the embracing rock salt. Eventually, we conclude by41

providing a modeling approach that would help scientific researchers develop a comprehensive mathe-42

matical model for hydrogen migration in the saturated rock salt. The paper seals up by providing a43

patent laboratory setup [28] that could be used to calibrate correctly the parameters of the suggested44

mass transport models.45
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2. Hydrogen storage in salt caverns46

Solution mining is commonly used to create large caverns in rock salt formations. In this process, a47

single well, drilled from the ground surface to the targeted depth (Fig. 1), is generally used to inject fresh48

water and withdraw brine through a concentric tubing system, the so called the leaching process [29, 30].49

Once leaching is completed, the brine in the cavern is reduced to minimal quantities by a debrining phase50

where it is moved out by a gas injection operation.51
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of hydrogen storage in salt caverns and its flow or exchanges between phases.

Figure 1 shows an underground cavern filled with hydrogen at a certain pressure and is exchanging52

heat with the surrounding rock domain. The figure also depicts the amount of brine left in the cavern at53

the end of the debrining process. Hydrogen within the cavern is expected to experience cycles of pressure54

and temperature changes according to the intended usage. During its life time, the cavern will mainly55

contain, simultaneously or sequentially, two different immiscible phases: the stored gas and the brine.56

The third important phase of this storage outline is the surrounding rock salt domain. This domain is57

constituted of the salt mass which itself is a mixture of grains or crystals of halite and brine occupying58

the inter–grain spaces or present in the grains in the form of fluid inclusions. Each of the three phases59

is characterized by state variables which are for hydrogen: the pressure and the temperature, for brine:60

the pressure, the temperature, and the concentration of salt, and for the rock salt: the stress and the61
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temperature. Since hydrogen may be present in the non–gaseous phase in the other phases (brine and62

solid), its presence will be characterized by a concentration. For the rock salt which is a mixture of solid63

and brine, the presence of hydrogen can be characterized by an overall concentration or a pressure. It is64

worthwhile to mention that the definition of gas concentration is very delicate. In this research, we would65

chose the mass concentration (chλ), where the density of hydrogen in the liquid phase ρhλ is defined as66

ρhλ = chλ × ρλ, with ρλ being the density of the liquid phase.67

While the cavern is operated, the three phases are interacting as follows (Fig. 1): water is evaporating68

into the stored hydrogen (F′′
1 ); hydrogen is dissolving in the brine (F1 and F′

1) and is percolating and69

diffusing into the porous rock salt (F3); brine at the cavern bottom is flowing into the rock salt (F2).70

3. Hydrogen–brine interaction71

Interactions between hydrogen and brine take place at the hydrogen–brine interface in the cavern72

(flow F1 in Fig. 1) and they are defined by the solubility of hydrogen in brine according to Henry’s law73

[31]. The definitions of the Henry’s law parameters must account for the temperature and pressure ranges74

of the storage [32–34]. The solubility induces a flow of the dissolved hydrogen in the brine (flow F′
1 in75

Fig. 1) which globally and gradually enriches the brine according to two mechanisms:76

1. diffusion, which is characterized by a diffusion coefficient of the dissolved hydrogen in the brine,77

of which the value is dependent on the brine state variables (pressure, temperature) as well as the78

NaCl concentration [35]. The works of Chabab et al., [36, 37] have proven that the saturated nature79

of the brine may require the use of sophisticated models1 which take into account the interactions80

between the solution components, i.e. pressure, temperature, and concentration [36]. One can think81

of this as an apparent diffusion coefficient where the value is no longer a constant but a function of82

the brine saturation and the cavern working conditions.83

2. convection, due to the circulation induced in the brine by the heat exchanges at the brine–rock84

salt interface and the non-equilibrium of the temperature between these two phases. The non–85

equilibrium of temperature is further enhanced during the cycling of the storage process and by86

the differences in thermal properties of the two phases, i.e. rock salt and brine. The driving force87

behind this convection is mainly the variations in the brine density with temperature [38, 39].88

Accounting for all these phenomena of convection, the cavern working conditions, as well as the brine89

saturation, leads to the definition of an apparent diffusion coefficient that can be two orders of magnitude90

higher than the binary diffusion coefficient [40]. It is also important to study the kinetics of diffusion as91

will be discussed in Sect. 8. The brine itself being an NaCl solution, the solvent (H2O) can be exchanged92

1Comparison between models is presented in Chabab et al., [36].
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through the hydrogen–brine interface (flow F′′
1 in Fig. 1). This results in an existence of a partial pressure93

of water–vapor in the gas phase of hydrogen [41].94

4. Brine–rock salt interaction95

Depending on the degree of salinity of brine at the bottom of the cavern, the brine–rock salt interface96

can move due to dissolution or precipitation. Salt can precipitate from brine onto the interface or97

the interface can be worn away by the brine to achieve saturation continuity at the cavern working98

temperature and pressure conditions [42–44]. Even if its natural porosity is quite low (∼0.01%) [45, 46],99

due to its geologic formation, the rock salt can be considered as a porous medium saturated with brine100

[47, p. 32] with a zero concentration of hydrogen. However, traces of liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons101

are common in rock salt [48]. Therefore, the state variables for the rock salt interstitial brine are the102

temperature and pressure.103

Due to the ambiguity with regard to knowing the inter–grain connectivity of rock salt, the pressure104

of the interstitial brine is poorly defined. However, its value can be limited to two extreme values [47]:105

1. the so–called halmostatic pressure, which considers that the brine occupies a totally connected106

space in the rock mass. Consequently, this pressure is the equivalent to the hydrostatic pressure107

calculated using the brine density (∼1200 kg/m3);108

2. a lithostatic pressure, which considers that the brine occupies an isolated space in the rock salt109

phase. Therefore, the brine pressure is assumed in equilibrium with the isotropic stresses of the110

rock salt mass. This pressure extremity is calculated using the rock salt density (∼2160 kg/m3)111

[49].112

During cycling, the cavern brine pressure will be equal to that of hydrogen and its value will vary as113

a function of time between two extreme values:114

1. a minimum pressure, equal to the halmostatic pressure during the cavern leaching, but which may115

be lower than this during its operation;116

2. a maximum pressure, which will always be lower than the lithostatic pressure to preserve the117

integrity of the rock salt mass. Usually, the maximum operation pressure of the cavern is limited118

to 80% of the surrounding minimum horizontal stresses [50].119

Consequently, we can consider the existence of a brine flow (flow F2 in Fig. 1) linked to a pressure120

difference between the cavern brine and the brine saturating the rock salt. Since the pressure in the121

rock salt mass is not known for certain, the concept of permeation [51], flow proportional to the pressure122
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imposed at the interface 2, is often preferred to that of convection, flow proportional to the local pressure123

gradient. Likewise, the mechanism of movement of brine in the rock salt mass is uncertain and discussed124

between two hypotheses: a movement in a network of connected pores characterized by a very low125

permeability quantifiable by Darcy’s law (Fig. 2(a)); and a movement of isolated brine masses by a126

process of dissolution and precipitation at the brine–rock salt interface under the effect of slight changes127

in stresses and/or temperature created by changes in the cavern working conditions, including the induced128

creep at the cavern boundary (Fig. 2(b)) [52, 53].129
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram representing the movement of brine in the rock salt domain: (a) by Darcian flow characterized

by a very small permeability; (b) by dissolution and precipitation.

Depending on the value of the pressure of rock salt brine (halmostatic or lithostatic), flow F2 can be130

incoming or outgoing with respect to the brine–rock salt interface. However it seems that the hypothesis131

of a halmostatic pressure is favored for some reasons. The first is that it leads to the most critical132

conditions with regard to the security of storage with maximum flow towards the surrounding rock salt.133

The second is that it underpins a large–scale connected porosity and therefore critical conditions for134

safety analysis. The assumption of halmostatic pressure allows, as well, for an assessment of fluxes by135

considering Darcy’s law and using permeability values determined in the laboratory on test specimens136

[54]. For instance, authors like Bérest et al., [55] have conducted in situ pressure monitoring tests in137

an idle salt cavern filled with brine at a pressure almost 4 MPa above the halmostatic pressure. They138

then analyzed the pressure at the head of the filled cavern. Once the effects linked to the deformation139

of the rock salt mass (atmospheric pressure, creep, leaks and terrestrial tides), and to the temperature140

were corrected [56], the pressure difference between the brine in the cavern and a halmostatic pressure in141

the rock salt was used to correlate to the measured flux during the test period. The measured flow was142

low to very low, from a few tens to a few m3 per year, compared to the volume of the cavern (7500 to143

8000 m3). Note that the evolution of this flow was approximated using Darcy’s law with a permeability144

2In the permeation concept pressure is replaced by a concentration and flow is calculated using experimental permeation

coefficients.
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value of the rock mass of the same order of magnitude as values determined in the laboratory (order of145

10−20 m2) for this layered rock salt (Bresse basin – France) [57]. There have been also some other in situ146

tests to investigate nitrogen and oil leaks around the cavern well and correlate them to Darcian flow [58].147

Durup et al. [59] presented a deep cavern abandonment study. The objective was to study the pressure148

build–up effect on the integrity of a closed salt cavern.149

In the case of hydrogen storage, hydrogen dissolved in the cavern brine can, by advection, propagate150

into the rock salt mass due to this permeation flow (flow F2). Since the rock salt has very low porosity,151

mainly constituted by grain boundaries [60], the phenomenon of transverse dispersion can be neglected.152

Consequently, the penetration distance of hydrogen is calculated by considering the flow speed of the153

brine in the rock salt mass deduced from Darcy’s law with a pressure field characterized by spherical154

divergence. Henceforth, where the rock salt domain is invaded by the cavern brine, dissolved hydrogen155

concentration in the rock salt is equal to that in the cavern brine divided by the porosity of the rock156

salt, i.e. a factor of 10−2 to 10−3, assuming that the rock salt is neither damaged nor disturbed by157

the creation of the cavern and/or by the operation of the repository. This evaluation of the penetration158

distance, which neglects the Fickian diffusion of hydrogen, can be corrected and maximized by taking159

into account a longitudinal diffusion with a diffusion coefficient deduced from that of hydrogen in brine.160

This diffusion coefficient should only consider the effects of the porous medium (porosity, tortuosity, and161

constrictivity) [61]. All of this leads to the fact that hydrogen concentration in the rock salt domain at162

the cavern bottom be much lower than that in the cavern brine. Since hydrogen concentration in the163

cavern brine can not be but minimal3, the entire flow F2 seems to be negligible.164

Taking into account the effects of damage and/or disturbance on the hydraulic properties of the rock165

salt mass also implies taking into account the distribution of fluids (brine, water vapor and possibly166

hydrogen) in the porosity increased by this damage and/or disturbance. These mechanisms will be167

analyzed in more detail in the section discussing the interaction between hydrogen and the rock salt168

mass.169

5. Hydrogen–rock salt interaction170

At the hydrogen–rock salt interface, the penetration of hydrogen into the saturated rock can take171

place either [62]:172

1. in the solid phase itself, i.e. the halite crystals;173

2. in the fluid phases occupying the rock pores (brine, water vapor, or gas).174

3Available literature, for instance Chabab et al., [37], proves that hydrogen dissolves in very small quantities in saturated

brine compared to other gases, i.e. CO2.
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These are two different mechanisms, the first is similar to gas diffusion in solids or what is defined as175

permeation. The second is similar to gas diffusion in brine saturating the pores or to a two–phase flow in176

porous media, if the pores are not saturated, or if they are desaturated by the percolation of hydrogen.177

5.1. Permeation in the halite crystals178

Diffusion of gas into solids is called permeation. This phenomenon is responsible for gas permeability of179

polymer pipes and is particularly important in the case of hydrogen with metals [63, 64]. This permeability180

deficiency of metals with respect to hydrogen results from the high availability of electrons in a metal.181

On the metal surface, the dihydrogen molecule can dissociate and each hydrogen atom ionizes in the H+182

form, i.e. a proton. As the size of the proton is much smaller than the distance between the atoms of the183

crystal lattice, it moves easily through the crystallized structure of the metal, and even over significant184

thicknesses. The mobility of protons is greatly enhanced by the presence of vacancies in the crystal185

structure. This permeation mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 3 from a technical report about the problems186

caused by hydrogen permeation in pressure transmitters [65].187

Interstitial mechanism Substitutional (vacancy) mechanism

Process side Process side

Fill fluid side Fill fluid side

Lattice structure
of diaphragm

Vacancy
in the latticework

Figure 3: Mechanism of hydrogen permeation in the metallic diaphragms. Figure reproduced from Yokogawa [65].

On the other face of the diaphragm, and even if it is in contact with a liquid, the protons will188

recombine into dihydrogen molecules. This flow of protons will lead to the formation of hydrogen bubbles189

in the liquid, and this is reinforced by the significantly low solubility of hydrogen. In the case of pressure190

transmitters, this permeation is equivalent to a leakage in the pressure measurement of the gas phase. The191

formation of bubbles in the liquid phase modifies its compressibility. Therefore it causes the respiration of192

the pressure sensors and the deformation of the diaphragm, particularly during temperature variations.193

Finally the exchange of electrons in the crystal lattice weakens the metal [65].194

Permeation is characterized by a coefficient whose ratio is the permeability with units as mol/(s m2 Pa)195

in the SI system and more practically in m3 (STP)/(s m2 Pa), or with more exotic units (Barrer or GPU)196
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[66]. The value of the permeability coefficient can be determined experimentally by measuring the flow197

of hydrogen through a sample of known thickness (Fig. 4) [67]. The evaluation of the flow is carried198

out in the downstream chamber either by measuring the evolution of the hydrogen concentration by gas199

chromatography, or by measuring the pressure. It can be also calculated by the measuring the pressure200

difference between the upstream and the downstream chambers.201
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of a laboratory model to measure the hydrogen permeability coefficient [67].

The interpretation of this model measurements is made by considering that the transfer of gas into202

the solid is governed by diffusion according to Fick’s law. Therefore, the only state variable of the gas in203

the solid is its concentration. At the gas–solid interface, it is generally assumed that the gas penetration204

is governed by Henry’s law (form of solubility). The use of this law allows to relate the gas pressure205

applied to the sample surface to concentrations at the limits of the sample [68].206

With regard to hydrogen permeation in halite lattice structure, the comparison between the size of a207

hydrogen atom (106 pm) and the atomic space in the crystal lattice of halite (34 pm) [69], shows that208

the diffusion of hydrogen in the atomic form is not possible. However, as hydrogen protons have a radius209

of 0.84 fm, it would be possible that hydrogen diffuses in the ionic form. Yet, since halite is already210

an ionic solid, ionization of hydrogen atoms is usually not possible. It follows that the phenomenon of211

hydrogen permeation in metals and its importance cannot be as significant in rock salt. The value of a212

permeability coefficient or a diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in halite crystal, which generally constitutes213

the solid phase of rock salt, can only be very small. It is the same with all minerals, except for ores,214

graphite and clay minerals, which have electrically non–neutral surfaces, and which can create preferential215

and rapid migration paths of protons by moving to electronegative sites on the surface of minerals [70].216

This proton conduction phenomenon is usually taken into consideration in the safety analysis of radiolysis217

hydrogen produced by nuclear waste often stored in clayey rocks. For this particular case, this conduction218

mechanism is associated to water molecules saturating the space between the clay particles and the219

hydrogen dissolved in this interstitial fluid [71].220
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5.2. Diffusion in the interstitial brine221

The porosity of rock salt is saturated with brine. Since brine is in equilibrium with halite (the solid222

phase), it is necessarily saturated with sodium chloride NaCl [47]. This porosity is formed by the joints223

between crystals or halite grains and the fluid inclusions. This defines a connected porosity, a priori (the224

grain boundaries), and an unconnected porosity (the fluid inclusions) [60]. If the fluid inclusions are very225

numerous (milky salt), and representing a significant relative volume (a few %), then porosity associated226

with the grain boundaries is low to very low (less than 1% to zero). Measuring this kind of porosity227

is tremendously tough, with particular difficulty with respect to eliminating the artifacts related to the228

sample preparation and the deconfinement of the rock salt logs [60].229

Considering that hydrogen diffusion in halite crystals is very low, a preliminary approach is to consider230

that it will diffuse in the brine saturating the rock salt. It is then possible to carry out an evaluation of231

the penetration of hydrogen using Fick’s law with [62]:232

1. a concentration of dissolved hydrogen on the cavern surface deduced from the storage pressure and233

Henry’s law;234

2. an effective diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the rock salt brine via its connected porosity.235

The value of the effective diffusion coefficient D (m2/s) is deduced from that of hydrogen in brine D̄

(m2/s) by adjusting it using three coefficients [72]:

D = D̄ × n × δ

τ2 , with: (1)

• the first is equal to the porosity (n), which represents a reduction in the volume of the brine due236

to the presence of the solid phase;237

• the second is the inverse of the square of the tortuosity (τ), which represents the relative elongation238

of the diffusion paths relative to a fluid due to the texture of the porosity;239

• the last coefficient (δ) represents the constrictivity factor which depends on the flow regime imposed240

by the shape of the pores and their size. When the pore size decreases and becomes smaller than the241

mean free path of the solute molecules of the solvent, the diffusion regime changes from molecular242

to transitional, and then to slip for which the Knudsen number4 is less than unity. This will be243

discussed in details in the next section.244

There is almost no available literature on hydrogen diffusion in the saturated brine. However, since245

hydrogen diffusion in water is well known (D̄ = 6.1 × 10−9 m2/s at 25 ◦C) [73, 74], the viscosity models246

4The Knudsen number (Kn) is a dimensionless number defined as the ratio of the molecular mean free path length to a

representative physical length scale.
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for electrolyte solutions [75–77] can be used to approximately calculate its diffusion coefficient in brine.247

Using the Stokes–Einstein law [78], the viscosity models give D̄ ≈ 4.6 × 10−9 m2/s at 25 ◦C for hydrogen248

in the saturated brine. Another handy way to calculate the effective diffusion coefficient is to use the249

relation of Grathwohl [79], i.e. D = D̄ × nq. The empirical parameter q usually lies between 1.8 and 2.4.250

Regardless of the method used to determine the effective diffusion coefficient, by molecular simulations251

or experiments, its implementation in Fick’s law allows for possible simple analytical solutions [80]. The252

use of Fick’s law also permits to define a characteristic time linked to the diffusion. Such time can be253

compared to that calculated by convection and to have, particularly for long periods, an evaluation of a254

penetration distance. This distance into the rock salt mass is mathematically proportional to the square255

root of the product of the effective diffusion coefficient and time [80].256

As stated in Sect. 4, if hydrogen concentration in the rock salt is to be considered as a state variable,257

we can, rigorously, assume its initial value to be zero. However, certain underground mines of evaporite258

rocks (potash, carnalite) and rock salt are known to have some concentrations of hydrogen in the void259

of their galleries. The origin of this hydrogen is linked to the radiolysis of water under the effect of260

radioactive minerals present in the rock salt mass [26, 42]. Consequently, hydrogen can be observable in261

the rock salt fluid inclusions and its release is subsequent to the creation of damaged and/or disturbed262

zones [81]. The creation of these zones increase the connected porosity which will be unsaturated and263

which will allow for a flow of hydrogen towards the farther galleries. This kind of flow drains hydrogen264

from the grain boundaries and the fluid inclusions [82]. The damage or disturbance of the host rock265

can be induced by thermal gradients and stresses [83]. Some studies have looked at the diffusion of gas,266

including hydrogen, contained in fluid inclusions mainly due to temperature variations. For instance,267

Clark et al., [81] found that the migration distances were of the order of a few tens of micrometers for268

inclusions in quartz.269

In case of rock salt, the experimental determination of the effective diffusion coefficient is challenging.270

This hardness is attributed to several reasons of which: 1) the difficulty to keep interstitial brine in271

equilibrium with the solid phase, and so that no convective movement of the brine may be induced by272

the field of constraints imposed; 2) preventing any water vapor exchanges with the injected gas (water273

vapor comes usually from the external atmosphere of the sample) [84].274

5.3. Convective flow in the rock salt275

Convective flow of hydrogen in the rock salt takes place due to bulk motion of the gas. This bulk276

motion can happen in one–phase or two–phase natures.277

5.3.1. One–phase flow278

In this simplistic approach, we assume that we have only one fluid filling the pores of the rock salt279

mass. The flow of this fluid is governed by Darcy’s law. The use of Darcy’s law requires using the fluid280
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pressure as a state variable, and to characterize the permeability of the rock salt with regard to the fluid281

used [85]. This gives rise to difficulties, namely, the value of the fluid pressure in the rock salt domain,282

i.e. halmostatic, lithostatic, or an intermediate value. The permeability of the rock salt, with regard to283

one–phase flow, needs to be experimentally calculated. The calculation of the permeability of rock salt284

is an experimental challenge. This is due to the very low values, less than 10−20 m2 in case of the intact285

rock. The difficulty is also experimental, where it is almost impossible to define a representative state of286

the actual rock mass, not disturbed, by the sample preparation and the test conditions. Test conditions287

should be perfect where no parasite flows or leaks on the sample boundaries are allowed [45].288

Due to the very low permeability of the rock salt, almost all of the measurements are carried out289

using gas as the measuring fluid. They are also done in transient conditions with pressures, or pressure290

gradients that are quite different from the in situ rock salt conditions. Using gas as a measuring fluid291

involves removing the sample brine, generally by drying, whether thermal or vacuum . Drying extracts292

water from brine, but the salt remains in the porosity. Therefore, the pore space that would be traveled293

by the measuring gas is necessarily different from that initially exited. To mimic the in situ rock salt294

stress conditions, laboratory measurements are usually performed under loads. However, rock salt is295

sensitive to the state of stress, particularly the deviatoric stresses, which generate creep (Fig. 5). The296

use of an isotropic confinement state can cancel rock salt creep globally, but not locally. Local changes297

include development of the grain contacts and healing of the damage defects with water vapor bubbles298

[86].299

a)

b)

c)

γ

γ
θ ν

Figure 5: Crack healing/sealing and permeability reduction in rock salt. a) Mechanical closure of cracks due to compaction

of the rock by elastic deformation or plastic flow. b) Necking down of cracks and pores to form arrays of disconnected

tubular and spherical inclusions. Here γ denotes the surface energy vectors, θ the dihedral angle of the crack, and ν the

crack migration velocity. c) Crack and pore occlusion through fluid-assisted grain boundary migration (recrystallization).

Figure is modified from Koelemeijer et al., [86].

Due to the very low porosity of rock salt, it is difficult to define the hydromechanical coupling using300
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Biot’s effective stresses [87]. However, reality shows that there is a very strong hydromechanical coupling301

[88, 89]. This coupling is related to the tremendous increase of the permeability with damage [19]. It302

is also observed during laboratory tests, where measurements made with the same difference between303

confining stress and upstream gas pressure were not equivalent [19]. This suggested that the upstream304

gas pressure was an addition to the stress in the direction of flow, where different deviatoric stress states305

induced different changes in porosity [45].306

The very low value of permeability is attributed to the very low porosity and to the presence of inter–307

grains constrictions at their contacts (Fig. 6). Measurements showed that pore size of rock salt varies308

from 0.01 to 300 µm with major concentration of pore size being smaller than 1.0 µm [60, 90].309
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Figure 6: Estimation of the pore dimension in rock salt [19, 60, 90].

With very small pore dimensions, fluid flow is affected by the interactions between the fluid molecules

and the solid surface. The importance of these interactions is assessed by comparing the mean free path

of a molecule ζ (m) to that of a characteristic pore dimension (dp) via the Knudsen number (Kn = ζ/dp).

In the case of gas flow, the average free path is evaluated with the following expression [91],

ζ = R Tγ√
2 π d2

m pγ N
, (2)

with R (J/mol/K) being the universal gas constant, Tγ (K) the gas absolute temperature, dm (m) the310

kinetic diameter of the gas (289 pm for hydrogen), pγ (Pa) the gas pressure, and N (1/mol) the Avogadro311

constant. For hydrogen storage in a typical cavern at 1000 m depth, during seasonal operations, hydrogen312

pressure changes between 16 and 5 MPa, and the corresponding temperature ranges between 65 and 28313

◦C [50]. However for extreme daily utilization of the cavern, and for the same pressure changes, the314

cavern average temperature ranges between 95 and -40 ◦C [14]. Table (1) shows that the mean free path315

of hydrogen traveling in rock salt varies between 0.86 and 1.70 nm for extreme daily utilization of a316

typical cavern.317

Depending on the value of the Knudsen number (Table (1)), the equation used to describe the gas318

flow in the rock salt is different (Fig. 7). In case of an intact salt, most of the domain (red box) is located319

in the “slip flow”. However, if the rock salt pore dimensions are less than the smallest average (5 × 10−7320

m of Fig. 6), transition flow may take place.321
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Table 1: Mean free path of hydrogen traveling in rock salt under daily cavern utilization.

Pressure (MPa) Temperature (◦C) ζ (nm) Kn for Kn for Kn for

dp = 10−6 m dp = 5 × 10−7 m dp = 10−9 m

16 95 0.86 0.86 × 10−3 0.17 × 10−2 0.86

5 -40 1.70 1.70 × 10−3 0.35 × 10−2 1.70

Boltzmann Equation

Navier-Stokes Equations

No-slip Slip-conditions

Euler 

Eqns.

Burnett Equation

10010-110-210-3
Kn   0 Kn   ∞

Free-molecule

Flow

Transition FlowSlip FlowContinuum

Flow

101

Figure 7: Flow type and associated equation based on the Knudsen number, modified from Roy et al., [92].

It is, therefore, quite probable that hydrogen will flow in a slip regime in the rock salt. The interaction

gas–solid in this regime is characterized by the Klinkenberg effect [93]. Consequently, the apparent

permeability of gas ka (m2) flowing in a porous medium is related to the intrinsic permeability k (m2)

via the following relation,

ka = k

(
1 + b

〈pγ〉

)
, (3)

with b (Pa) being an empirical parameter (usually called the slip factor), 〈pγ〉 (Pa) the mean pressure322

at which the apparent permeability is calculated. The influence of gas on the calculated permeability323

is related to the size of the molecules. Thus, for the same tested sample, the slip factor b depends on324

the measurement gas. Besides, the influence of the sample, i.e. the porous medium, is not explicit, as it325

depends on the testing conditions as well. Empirical relations, such as proportionality with an inverse326

power of the permeability, are usually proposed to calculate the slip factor [45, 94].327

5.3.2. Two–phase flow328

In this approach we assume the effective penetration of hydrogen into the rock salt porosity to imply329

a displacement of the brine. It is a two–phase immiscible flow in a porous medium. In this flow the330

hydrogen constitutes the non–wetting displacing phase and the brine the wetting displaced phase.331
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In a porous medium, these two immiscible phases are separated by an interface characterized by332

surface energy or surface tension. In case of air and saturated brine, this energy is 1.13 times greater333

than in the case of water, i.e. 82 mN/m at 25 ◦C and at the atmospheric pressure [95]. Studies have shown334

that increasing temperature from 27 to 100 ◦C increased the surface energy by 17%. However, increasing335

pressure from 5 to 25 MPa reduced it by 28% [96, 97]. Since in underground caverns, increasing pressure is336

associated with increasing temperature, changes in surface tension could be crucially neglected. Fukuzawa337

et al., [98] have shown that the hydrogen–water surface tension is equal to 74.81 mN/m at temperature338

4.7 ◦C and atmospheric pressure. At this particular temperature, the surface tension barely showed any339

pressure dependency. We could not find in literature any studies on hydrogen–brine surface tension.340

However, if we assume the same increase as in water–brine surface energy, we will find an approximate341

value of 84.5 mN/m at 25 ◦C and at the atmospheric pressure. We still could assume a further increase at342

normal temperature conditions of 25 ◦C. Based on the curvature of the gas–liquid interface, the surface343

energy results in a positive pressure difference between the two phases. This pressure difference can be344

quantified using Jurin’s law, or directly using the Young–Laplace equation [99]. Both equations indicate345

that the interfacial pressure difference is proportional to the surface tension and inversely proportional346

to the characteristic size of the pores. To give an order of magnitude for hydrogen–brine interface, a347

pore radius of 1 µm corresponds to a pressure difference of ∼0.1 MPa, meanwhile a pore radius of 1 nm348

corresponds to a pressure difference of ∼85 MPa. The interfacial pressure difference defines a condition349

called the entry pressure. The gas pressure in contact with the porous medium must exceed the pressure350

of the interstitial fluid and the entry pressure so that gas may invade the medium and replace the pore351

liquid. Penetration is conditioned by the size of the largest pores on the surface of the porous medium,352

meanwhile invasion is linked to the average radius. If we assume the rock salt to be intact at the end of353

the cavern leaching, for a pore size of 1 × 10−8 m, the required entry pressure is around 34 MPa. This354

value is very approximative, as for intact rock salt the pore size varies widely (Fig. 6). For applications355

with regard to hydrogen storage in porous media, and hydrogen production in underground repositories356

of radioactive waste, researchers have assigned values of 2 to 5 MPa to the pressure entry in the case of357

argillite repositories [27, 100] (with relatively large porosities), and up to 15 MPa in the case of shale358

[101].359

Hydrogen distribution in the partially desaturated pore space depends on two dimensionless numbers.360

The first is called the capillary number Ca, which represents the relative effect of viscous drag forces versus361

surface tension forces acting across the gas–liquid interface. The second number defines the mobility M,362

which represents the viscosity ratio of the displaced fluid to the displacing gas [102, 103]. Depending363

on the values of these two dimensionless numbers, the flow will have different morphologies and will364

require different simulation methods to quantify the penetration distance (Fig. 8). In case of hydrogen–365

brine flow, the mobility number is important. Besides, the high capillary pressure, linked to the small366
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pore size, makes the application of Darcian approaches quite inaccurate. Therefore, only percolation367

type approaches, with or without gradient, should be used. These approaches are characterized by the368

absence of a finite size of a representative elementary volume. Henceforth, at the percolation threshold,369

even–though the over all saturation of hydrogen is quite small, its penetration distance could still be370

considerable [17].371
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Figure 8: Lenormand diagram [103] describing the reasons of drainage in a porous medium. The non–wetting phase

(hydrogen µ1) is replacing the wetting phase (brine µ2) as a function of the capillary number Ca and the mobility number

M = µ2/µ1.

Under the conditions of hydrogen storage in underground salt caverns, the log(M) is always positive,372

and the capillary number is quite insignificant due to the small viscous forces of hydrogen. This neces-373

sitates that hydrogen flow in rock salt to be located in the lower right quarter of Fig. 8. Consequently,374

a flow pattern of either viscous fingering (percolation with gradient), capillary fingering (percolation),375

or intermediate of the two is expected. It is the same domain usually used to model the migration of376

radiolysis hydrogen in the clay rock hosting a repository of radioactive waste [26, 27]. Lefort [104] defined377

this flow pattern or domain as a hyper–slow drainage, and he found that a flow of viscous fingering (per-378

colation with gradient) would stabilize after a distance of a few thousand pores. The gas invasion then379

continued over a stable front which made it possible to describe it either by a generalized Darcian flow380

or a Buckley-Leverett model. However, these models require establishing, experimentally or conceptually381

(by using van Genuchten and/or Brooks-Corey models [105, 106]), hydraulic parameters that take into382
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account the local hydrogen saturation. Yet, if we consider a steep desaturation front, the flow can be383

reduced to a piston type flow [107]. With all the cited references, the relevance of these models and384

their applicability to the salt rock can not be solidly established, including Lefort [104] analysis. This is385

attributed to the very low porosity and morphology of the rock salt pores, which are grain boundaries,386

therefore of crack type with contact points [60].387

Whatever approach is chosen to model hydrogen–salt rock exchanges (diffusion, single–phase, or two–388

phase flow), the transient modeling as a function of the cavern pressure cycles requires the determination389

of additional parameters. These parameters include the effective porosity for the diffusion, the storage390

coefficient for the single–phase flow and the capillary pressure–saturation and relative permeability–391

saturation relationships for the two-phase flow. The experimental determination of such parameters is392

very delicate, especially under the in situ conditions. A transient approach would be necessary to estimate393

the hydrogen quantity exchanged with the rock salt mass and to obtain a transient spatial distribution.394

However, one would anticipate that due to the very low permeability of the rock salt, hydrogen pressure395

cycles might have very small influence distances. Therefore, it might be possible to consider a constant396

value of the pressure or of the concentration at the solid rock salt–hydrogen interface. This value could397

be the average or even the maximum storage pressure to maximize the determined penetration, and398

which allows to determine a characteristic speed for each of the modes of movement. In case of Fickian399

diffusive movement, the penetration distance is directly quantifiable as function of the effective diffusion400

coefficient. In case of a single–phase or a two–phase flow, we can consider the flow to be governed by the401

displacement of the brine, which depends only on the permeability of the rock salt mass and the pressure402

difference.403

All of these approaches consider a displacement of the fluid molecules with regard to a fixed solid404

surface. The calculated penetration distance must be corrected by the displacement of the rock salt405

towards the cavern. Such displacement is induced by the creep of the rock salt under the effect of406

mechanical stresses. The creep stresses are, themselves, induced by the leaching and the operation of the407

cavern. If the cavern wall displacement is considered, the effective penetration distance will be less than408

those determined by previous approaches.409

6. Influence of the damaged zone410

Under the effect of stresses induced by leaching and operation of underground caverns, the damage411

criteria can be met which may modify the rock salt hydraulic properties [50]. This phenomenon leads to412

the creation of a damaged zone which extends from the cavern surface to a certain distance beyond which413

the rock retains its initial properties, particularly the hydraulic ones. The rock salt damage results in the414

development of microcracks or cracks which can develop on different scales. This causes an increase in the415
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rock porosity which can range from very large, say five–fold the initial value, to a few milli–percents [18].416

Likewise, the permeability of rock salt samples taken from damaged areas in the vicinity of underground417

galleries showed considerable increase in their permeability, i.e. more than three orders of magnitude418

[19, 54].419

The intrinsic permeability of the intact or in situ rock salt is extremely low, less than 10−20 m2, and420

its porosity is saturated with brine. As a result, any damage induced porosity cannot be saturated by an421

overall displacement of the brine. It will, therefore, be occupied by a gas phase composed of water vapor422

from brine at a partial pressure in accordance with the brine–gas interface determinable by the Kelvin423

equation. This mass transfer of water vapor can create a local over–saturation of the brine and a localized424

precipitation of halite. Likewise, damage can connect fluid inclusions to the defects created and bring the425

content of these inclusions, i.e. liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons and gases (nitrogen, CO2, and hydrogen)426

into the connected porous network. On the other side, some oxide inclusions maybe reduced to metal or427

even form metal hydrides. The formation of methane is most likely due to the reaction between Na2CO3428

and hydrides or metal as reported in Zhu et al., [7]. Meanwhile, CO2 methanation in situ formed from429

LaNi5H5 catalyzed via Metallic as reported in Zhong et al., [108].430

Even if the permeability of the damaged zone is much higher than that of the intact rock salt, any431

displacement of brine out of the damaged zone necessarily implies a flow of brine into the farther intact432

rock salt. This means that the occupation of the damage–created unsaturated porosity happens as result433

of increasing the partial or total pressure of hydrogen, and by the flow of the initial brine towards the434

intact rock salt mass. To estimate the hydrogen penetration into the rock salt as part of a safety analysis,435

it is possible to decouple these modes. Therefore, it will be acceptable to consider the whole damaged436

area to be invaded and pressurized by hydrogen with a uniform representative pressure. However, at the437

edge of the damaged zone, hydrogen applies a pressure to the brine of the intact rock salt. The analysis438

of hydrogen penetration and displacement of brine could be described using the methods mentioned in439

Sect. 5.440

The estimation of the size of the damaged zone necessitates the development of sophisticated models441

to describe creep in rock salt due to pressure and temperature cyclings [109–111]. The model/material442

parameters are usually determined experimentally [15, 112]. However, this zone is sometimes considered443

as disturbed and not damaged. The stress induced microcracks and cracks might have developed, but444

the density, and especially the connectivity, of these defects do not lead to an increase in permeability445

(Fig. 5). As a result, this zone would have a hydraulic behavior similar to the intact rock salt, since446

the changes in porosity do not intervene. This needs to be investigated by laboratory tests which will be447

highlighted in Sect. 8448
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7. Influence of temperature449

Pressure variations induced during gas cycling generate temperature variations at the cavern surface.450

In the context of hydrogen transport in rock salt, these temperature variations may have transport451

effects that must be taken into account. These effects can be divided into two main groups: the first is452

related to the modification of hydrogen and brine viscosities; the second is attributed to the modification453

of the rock salt hydraulic properties. Thermal changes usually cause an increase in the permeability454

due to the presence of insolubles that have different expansion coefficients than that of halite. We455

can cite the case of anhydrite and calcite nodules which represent dilation anisotropies unlike those of456

halite. With a temperature increase, the dilation anisotropies cause local deformation incompatibilities457

generating thermal damage. Le Guen et al., [113] have experimentally measured a permeability increase458

of approximately 1.7 times due to a temperature increase of 34 ◦C.459

Temperature changes also induce migration of fluid inclusions, therefore of elements of non–connected460

porosity. The inclusions migrate towards the hot zones under a dissolution effect on their hot side461

and a precipitation effect on the cold side. The speed of migration depends on the importance of the462

temperature gradient, the size of the inclusion, and of its content. In the case of strong gradients, close463

to a heating element of 150 ◦C, this migration can generate significant disturbances with the creation of464

tubes resulting from the coalescence of the migrating inclusions, and with a supply of brine from the grain465

boundaries (Fig. 9) [114]. Figure 9 is deduced from a study that concerned a thermal test performed in466

the Amélie mine (Haut–Rhin France).467

Structure of collector pipes generated from the 

wall of the borehole by coalescence of fluid 

inclusions. A) General view, B) Cross-section 

view: ec, heating element (resistance); fp, 

main tube; ft, transverse tube; hn, xenomorph 

crystals of chlorides; ifr, fluid inclusions 

trapped in the filling; r, filling.

Figure 9: Schematic diagram of a tube created by fluid inclusions migration in the vicinity of a heating element. Figure is

reproduced from Lebrun et al., [114].

More generally, the migration of fluid inclusions goes through the redistribution of the inter–crystalline468

brine in the connected porosity inducing a set of mechanisms and reactions which can modify the hydraulic469
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properties of the rock salt. For instance, Fig. 10 shows that conduits in rock salt can be created by several470

driving forces. Such driving forces can include temperature changes or mineral vapor pressure. The result471

is a displaced pore fluid or vapor that goes into the creation of a new connected porosity (inter–crystalline472

redistribution) that is also altered by the external stresses or the induced pore pressure gradient itself.473
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Figure 10: Relations between mechanisms and brine movements induced by temperature gradients. Figure is reproduced

from Kuhlman and Malama [115].

In the case of hydrogen storage, the temperature variations of the stored hydrogen can be signifi-474

cant, i.e. -40 to 95 ◦C (considering fast and excessive utilization). We recommend that these effects be475

accounted for in the models describing rock salt creep [109], as well as in the fluid phases hydraulic prop-476

erties and densities. However, temperature related mechanisms are expected to be located in the vicinity477

of the cavern wall, therefore in the damaged area. Consequently, the temperature related modifications478

of hydraulic properties of the rock salt of the damaged zone would probably have no influence compared479

to the mechanical or pressure effects480

8. Modeling approach with perspectives481

The previous literature review helps understand all possible transport mechanisms of hydrogen gas in482

the rock salt surrounding an underground cavern during cycling. Deploying this study, we can come out483

with the following modeling scenario:484

1. the assumption that the surrounding rock salt domain is saturated with brine at the halmostatic485

pressure is favored. It leads to the most critical conditions with regard to the security of storage486

with maximum flow towards the rock salt (Sect. 4);487

2. Hydrogen Fickian diffusion in the rock salt lattice is tremendously small and can be neglected (Sect.488

5.1);489

3. One–phase convective flow hypothesis of hydrogen in the saturated rock salt is dubious. This is490

attributed to the presence of the liquid phase in the in situ rock salt, as well as the difficulties to491

define the flow nature and the hydraulic parameters (Sect. 5.3.1);492
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4. assuming two–phase transport of hydrogen into the ambient rock salt mass seems to be the com-493

prehensive or the most convincing theory (Fig. 11). However, this transport should address: the494

Fickian diffusion of hydrogen into the saturating brine (Sect. 5.2); and the percolation of the drying495

phase (hydrogen) by displacing the wetting phase (brine) (Sect. 5.3.2);496
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Figure 11: Schematic diagram illustrating the migration of hydrogen into the saturated rock salt during cycling in under-

ground caverns.

5. accounting for rock salt creep or damage during cycling is very important. The created disturbed497

zone might be the only place where hydrogen can migrate (Sect. 6);498

6. As rock salt has relatively high thermal transport properties (compared to other rocks), non–499

isothermal models need to be considered for hydrogen migration into it (Sect. 7).500

Consequently, to thoroughly describe hydrogen transport in the saturated rock salt, the developed501

mathematical model must strongly couple: the cavern thermodynamics (pγ and Tγ); the development502

of the disturbed or damaged zone; the transfer of heat into the rock salt domain, and the two–phase503

percolation with the Fickian diffusion. This mathematical model is already developed and published in504

the work of AbuAisha et al., [17]. Figure 8 shows all the transport mechanics of hydrogen that take place505

within an underground cavern. The figure also presents our research methodology to consider the most506

convincing and influential mechanisms.507

It is worthwhile to mention that our previous research focuses on the flux F3 of Fig. 1. To ensure the508

hydrogen–tightness of the entire storage system, the other fluxes, particularly F1 should be quantified5.509

Hydrogen dissolution in the saturated brine has been a very interesting research subject recently [37, 116,510

117]. Even–though these articles present hydrogen dissolution at different pressures and temperatures,511

5Flux F2 is deemed negligible compared to other fluxes (see the argument of Sect. 4).
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Figure 12: Our research methodology presenting the transport mechanisms of hydrogen that happen within an underground

cavern.

none of them treats the kinetics of the dissolution as function of time. Another challenging task to512

this framework, is the determination of the two–phase percolation–diffusion model parameters. A van–513

Genuchten type model seems interesting (Sect. 5.3.2), however, an experimental approach must be514

conceived to calibrate its parameters. We provide the following patent laboratory setup (Fig. 13) [28] to515

evaluate the van Genuchten model parameters, as well as to study the Kinetics of hydrogen dissolution.516

This laboratory setup consists of a hydrogen–tight steel cell of 110 mm height and 55 mm diameter.517

8.1. The permeation laboratory test518

In the first approach, a saturated rock salt sample (dimensions are displayed on Fig. 13(a)) is placed519

within the cell in away it occupies most of the void. The entire cell is placed in a water basin of a certain520

temperature. Non–damaged as well as damaged (by creep laboratory tests) samples can be studied. The521

goal is to reduce as much as possible the hydrogen volume around the sample so that any tiny pressure522

changes can be measured. The pressure of hydrogen is then increased by injection. Injection in this case523

is translated by a valve opening, where a flow between this cell and a pressurized reserve takes place524
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Figure 13: A schematic diagram of our proposed laboratory setup to study hydrogen permeation in the saturated rock salt

as well as the kinetics of its dissolution in the saturated brine. In figure (a), the quantities pλ and p̃γ represent the initial

brine pore pressure within the saturated sample (atmospheric), and the initial hydrogen pseudo–pressure (zero initially),

see AbuAisha et al., [17] for details. In figure (b), pλ is the saturated brine pressure (atmospheric).

almost instantly. The entire cell is then left for stabilization. The void hydrogen pressure will drop from525

its initial value pγ0 to its final value pγf over a time period ∆t.526

Fast injection of hydrogen will increase its temperature Tγ . Consequently, there will be heat exchange527

between hydrogen and the rock salt sample, as well as between hydrogen and the steel. Hydrogen will528

also invade the sample in a two–phase type flow and in Fickian diffusion. The quantity pλ represents the529

initial brine pore pressure within the sample, and p̃γ the pressure of hydrogen invading the sample. The530

two pressures are distinguished as two–phase percolation is accounted for. Solution starts by integrating531

all this physics in our mathematical model and numerically solve it. This will help determine the van532

Genuchten parameters and the diffusion coefficient that mostly fit the experimental curve of pressure533

drop. However, injected pressure values need to be so high (around 20 MPa) to allow for hydrogen entry534

into the saturated rock salt. This laboratory test can be conducted on intact and damaged rock salt535

samples. Damaged samples would have undergone creep conditions, due to thermo–mechanical charges,536

similar to rock salt around real caverns. The objective is to compare the transport properties of intact537

and damaged rock salt samples.538

8.2. The dissolution laboratory test539

In the second approach, the same cell is filled with NaCl saturated brine to a certain volume and is540

submerged in bathtub to insure a fixed temperature. Hydrogen is injected in the left void to a certain541
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initial pressure value pγ0. The system is then left to stabilize over time until a final hydrogen pressure542

value is reached pγf . This test can be run at different pressure and temperature values to study the543

effect of cavern working conditions on the dissolution kinetics. As in the first test, injection is expected544

to increase the void hydrogen temperature. Therefore, it is conceivable that there will be heat exchange545

between the void hydrogen and the steel, as well as between the void hydrogen and the brine.546

In a real caver, usually there is a thermal gradient over the cavern brine volume. Due to the limited547

size of our laboratory cell, the effect of a temperature gradient may be difficult to tackle. We are currently548

conducting such laboratory tests to evaluate the van Genuchten model parameters along with Fickian549

diffusion, as well as the kinetics of hydrogen dissolution.550

9. Conclusion551

Due to the present–day ambiguity with regard to gas transport in rock salt, this article provides a552

detailed literature review about hydrogen migration in the saturated rock salt. This review is outlined in553

the context of underground energy storage, where precise tracks and management of the stocked hydrogen554

quantities are of significant importance. The objective is to draw a general scheme that can be used in555

developing a mathematical model for this type of gas migration.556

It was indispensable to firstly understand how all phases of an underground cavern interact. Then557

to address the migration of hydrogen into the embracing rock salt, we needed to conceive the hydraulic558

nature and properties of this rock salt, i.e. porosity, permeability, and the in situ pore pressure or stresses.559

Rock salt is mostly seen as an impermeable medium. However, this is not necessarily the case, especially,560

when it undergoes creep due to thermo–mechanical charges from the cavern it surrounds. We sought to561

understand all possible transport mechanisms when hydrogen is pushed into damageable saturated rock562

salt. These mechanisms included the Fickian diffusion into the halite structure, into the pore brine as well.563

They also included the convective flow of the gas itself, where the one–phase approach was compared564

to the two–phase drainage. We emphasized on the necessity to consider the effect of temperature in565

the damaged zone of the rock salt, as well as the hydraulic properties of the fluid phases. This article566

aims at helping researchers find direct and concise answers to their questions with regard to hydrogen,567

and generally gas, transport in rock salt. We will use it to enhance our mathematical–numerical model568

already published in AbuAisha et al., [17]. It serves as well for our future publications about hydrogen569

permeation in the saturated rock salt, and the kinetics of its dissolution in the saturated brine.570

Though the available literature concerning gas migration in rock salt is very scarce, it promotes the571

research outline of this article. For instance Jockwer and Wieczorek [118] have stated that the presence572

of a damaged zone (DRZ) is the main factor for gas transport in rock salt. They conducted experiments573

and simulations concerning helium, neon, and butane. They found that the diffusion coefficient of these574
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gases increased by two orders of magnitude in the DRZ. Out of the DRZ, the measured permeabilities575

were in the order of 10−19 and 10−20 m2, and the pseudo gas pressure slightly penetrated the rock salt576

in a two–phase psiton–like flow. Senger et al. [119] studied gas (particularly air) migration in concrete.577

They have found that the gas penetrated distances were limited to 1.5 m after 4 years of injection. The578

two–phase gas saturation depended on the permeabilities, yet it was less than 0.1 for permeabilities in579

the order of 10−19 m2. Generally, the existed literature already confirms that permeable interlayers are580

the main transport conduits around salter caverns [20, 21].581

The current developments include the utilization of the suggested laboratory setup to calibrate the582

two–phase percolation–diffusion model parameters for intact and damaged rock salt. Once these model583

parameters are known, they can be transfered to real scale prototype caverns where hydrogen percolation584

in rock salt is investigated. There is currently a European project of a prototype salt cavern (EZ53) where585

the percolation and diffusion of hydrogen in the rock salt is studied on the real scale. The objective is586

to quantify the amount of hydrogen lost into the rock domain during cycling, and see if it affects the587

management of the cycled masses.588
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◦ Hydrogen storage in underground salt caverns is presented;

◦ Transport mechanisms between the cavern phases are discussed;

◦ A detailed review about hydrogen migration in rock salt is provided;

◦ The review is used to define a comprehensive mathematical model;

◦ A patent laboratory setup is furnished to calibrate any required parameters;
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